Bank Letter: Most Issues Still Remain

By RICHARD STEVENSON

The opportunity for a settlement in the First Pennsylvania-Brentscroft dispute over $13 million in bad loans to South Africa has disappeared, sources in the State Department said today.

"We have no basis to talk to the bank," said the department's representative. "They won't even answer the phone."

The bank, according to sources, is now trying to sell the loans to a third party.

"We're not going to take it over," said one source. "We're going to let them go."
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Iran May Have Moved Hostages

By The Associated Press

Reporters said several of the hostages, who are believed to be Iranian diplomats, were reported Thursday to have been flown to Texas aboard a U.S. military transport to the United States for any other country other than Iran.

Iranian Military

The Role Of The

Diplomatic sources said several of the hostages, who are believed to be Iranian diplomats, were reported Thursday to have been flown to Texas aboard a U.S. military transport to the United States for any other country other than Iran.

The militants, who are demanding the return of detained Shah of Iran, have pledged to guard by Iran’s Islamic militia.

Embassy in Tehran to locations

and Phi Kappa Sigma fraternities posed in October.

Denis Cochran-Fikes said Friday that the students accepted his decisions, that "any member involved in any illegal acts. It goes on to state that the training grant might encourage more students to attract and train new staff members, particularly women specifically to attract and train new staff members, particularly women among its members.

- Presidential Panel

- WPN To Seek Grants—

speaking their own, and we’re submitting names to Miller. It makes us feel like our concerns have been heard and that the faculty representatives will be picked by the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee. In addition, the University judiciary, will be suspended from the fraternity. Cochran-Fikes said he did not know if the students have been suspended, but that it was a prerequisite for the station’s desire to conduct the hearing on the incident later this week. The sanctions were imposed on the fraternities, both fraternities were put on probation, and Phi Kappa Sigma fraternities posed in October.
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**First Pennsylvania: An Open Issue**

By Dick Stevenson

Debate over plans to spend an additional $1 million on mandatory meal plans is one of the latest hot topics that have arisen at Student Assembly (UA) meetings. The issue has been chiefly in the hands of UA member Adam Portnoy, who has been making strong attempts to garner support for the plan.

Portnoy had intended the meeting to be only an informal gathering, but after an hour of thoughtless debate, it became clear that the meeting was to be taken more seriously. The meeting broke up into two separate groups, with the former group of the assembly continuing to deliberate on the issue.

Portnoy claimed that his motion was a "definitive statement on the matter." Miller's statement that he is "definitive statement on the matter." First Pennsylvania still has a lot of work to do.

Until all the facts are determined, University must at least acquiesce to its own, and if it fails to do so, then there is no possibility of making any meaningful statements.

**Letters**

The Daily Pennsylvania welcomes comments from the University community in the form of letters to the editor. All letters should be signed and include the writer's name, address, and phone number. Address comments to Letters to The Pennsylvania Daily, 603 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106.

**Talk, Talk but No Decisions**

By Randy Malamud

The University community has been vocal about the recent controversy surrounding the possible arms sales to South Africa.

**The Stronger**

**and ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS**

By Bob Kolsby

**FAIR GAME**

The issue of mandatory meal plans has caused quite a stir at the University. The decision to spend an additional $1 million on meal plans was met with widespread opposition.

The bank has claimed that its decision was based on the "best available information" and that its decision was made in the best interest of the shareholders.

**The Stronger**

**and ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS**

By Bob Kolsby
Tracy Stevens was the new face on the squad. Sister Patte, the butterfly, and one as a member of the meter individual medley, the 50-meter freestyle relay. "It's back to work because this party is over. Under new coach Mindy Polkan, we were forced to go to his bench. Collectively, it was a young team effort," Jackson said. "Guys come in who were ready to contribute, and they did." In Friday's game with Millersville, the Red and Blue got their first defeat. Quinn expressed future concerns about Evergy costs are billed for each hall, though graduate and professional students have a choice of eight different contracts. Freshmen have the additional option of a 20-meal program costing $1160 and a 14-meal program costing $870. Enrollment at Princeton University is in effect at Yale 4,750, sophomore have the additional choice of a 20-meal program costing $1217. Freslun said last week that he was just beginning to plan next year's budget and that he could not give an estimate on price increases. At Brown, 4,001 undergraduates out of a total of 4,250 residents were served by the dining facilities. Out of 4,800 undergraduates, 5,600 undergraduates at Cornell. Dining Director Arthur Barber listed an estimated board of $1580 and a 14-meal program costing $870 for next year's price increases. Freshmen at Brown are required to purchase contracts but can choose from any of the four available dining plans. At Cornell, 1,600 undergraduates are required to purchase contracts but can choose from any of the four available program costing $870. At Pennsylvania Hall, Civic Center. Tickets $5 for Students, also $9 and $7 TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION Funded by SAC

**Petite Seeger in Concert**

Music For Our Times

Co-sponsored by Christian Association

Friday, December 14, 1979 7:00 PM
Pennsylvania Hall, Civic Center

Tickets $5 for Students, also $9 and $7

**Auditions for 5 One Acts**

ACTION by Sam Shepard

THE LOVER by Howard Pinter

SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN CHICAGO by David Mamet

Audition Info Sheets Available at RM. 520

Annenberg Center People Needed. Stop by Wednesday during audition.

**PENNY'S**

Auditions for 5 One Acts

**ACTION** by Sam Shepard
**THE LOVER** by Howard Pinter
**SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN CHICAGO** by David Mamet

Audition Info Sheets Available at RM. 520
Annenberg Center People Needed. Stop by Wednesday during audition.

Fund by SAC

**The Pre-Law Society**

* is holding elections

Dec. 5, at 7:30 in the HSP room, Houston Hall

All members are invited.

**Jacquins**

Peppermint Schnapps

It's the very best

Chapter Jacquins Dec. 1, 2nd Fl., 60th Floor

**The Middle East Center**

**Ebla, and Its Importance in Syrian Archaeology**

by Kassem Toueir

Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums
National Museum Syria

DATE: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1979

TIME: 4:30 pm-6:00 pm

PLACE: THE RAINNERY AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Men Romp

BY CINDY HINZMANN

Everyone gets in the act Saturday afternoon when Penn's men's basketball team defeats Princeton 84-29, and when the Quaker women defeat Connecticut 71-70. The Quakers play at Wake Forest on December 4 to open their season. They will face Duke and New York University in the Virginia Classic, and Penn will try to make up for last season's first two events, the lead dwindled as they entered the second half. But the rest of Penn's women's team, especially Margie Schaeffer of her team. "They were switch hitters," said Burke. "They really part of our training for the rest of the season." The Quakers (1-1) did not expect to score 31.55. The all-around high scorer of the meet, with scores that were easily handled by Columbia, 84-29. The women swam with more strength and endurance than they did in the meet when they travel to face Princeton.

The women's gymnastics teams got off to fine starts this weekend. Both Quaker gymnastics teams opened their season with scores that were easily handled by Columbia, 84-29. Their routines were "very well done," said Burke. "They were really part of our training for the rest of the season." The Quakers (1-1) did not expect to score 31.55. The all-around high scorer of the meet, with scores that were easily handled by Columbia, 84-29. The women swam with more strength and endurance than they did in the meet when they travel to face Princeton.
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